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A bit about me 

I'm a Frontend Web Developer and I love web development and 
always have from the moment I started learning it. No project is ever 
the same but my approach is, to be experimental and as performant 
as possible whilst always being usable and intuitive.

I am always improving my skills in web development and take on any 
challenge I can to ensure I am always improving. I am a certified 
Salesforce Commerce Cloud developer which also challenges me to 
learn the new code bases over releases.

Employment History

Senior Front End Developer

The Commerce Team Global

Oct 2022 - Present

Responsible for Front-End implementations of stores on the 
Salesforce Commerce Cloud. Leading the design reviews, coding 
practices. Decision making of tools to be used with applications and 
ensuring performance of applications is as high as possible. 

Senior Front End Developer

DEPT

Jul 2019 - Oct 2022

After BE Excellent became part of DEPT I continued with my role as 
senior front-end developer. Responsible for implementing designs 
and building functionality using Salesforce Commerce Cloud, 
Shopify, Laravel/YAML, React and many other platforms and 
languages. I also help guide on designs and use my UX expertise with 
clients. Working on projects in many different areas of business and 
with different teams within DEPT around the world. I help lead the 
front end and review code and offer guidance to more junior 
members.

Senior Front End Developer

Be Excellent

Sep 2016 - Jan 2019

Responsible for Front-End implementations of stores on the 
Salesforce Commerce Cloud. Leading the design reviews, coding 
practices and training clients on the platform.

Senior Front End Developer and Manager

Figleaves

Jan 2012 - Sep 2016

Responsible for all front end coding on site, Facebook page tabs, 
emails and promotional pages and any mobile development. Manage 
a small team of developers and it is my responsibility to train the 
team on further new skills in the development world.Leading the 
team and company into new areas and maintaining and improving 
quality whilst completing every task set is my objective.Involvement 
in meetings and being the voice for the creative development team is 
one role must ensure takes place and pushing my team forward with 
new technologies.

Front End Developer

Impero

Sep 2011 - Dec 2011

Creative web designer and developer

Clock Ltd

Jun 2006 - Sep 2011

Available

My skills

HTML CSS SASS LESS

JAVASCRIPT SFCC REACT

LARAVEL LIQUID PARSLEY

WORDPRESS GIT RESPONSIVE

DESIGN SOFTWARE

Education

BA Hons, Graphics and New Media

University of Hertfordshire

Sep 2005 -Jul 2006

Foundatio Degree, Graphics and New Media

University of Hertfordshire

Sep 2003 -Jul 2005

Contact

tel: 07860 678 115 email: hello@shhdesign.co.uk portfolio: shhdesign.co.uk


